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exploitation in his labour and his home. While the worker
must labour faithfully and 'diligently, the employer must pay
a fair wage, must not enforce unfair contracts and, generally,
behave in a Christian way; moreover, it is the duty of society
(i.e. the State) to take the necessary measures to guarantee
the welfare of the workers, who are really the creators of
wealth, in their conditions of labour, hours of work, weekly
rest, insurances, etc. The rights of "peaceful -associations"
(i.e. non-revolutionary trade unions) are also to be guaranteed.
This declaration of " social peace based on Christian justice "
was foretold by a would-be political Eirenicon in which, while
regretting the plotting against religion " which had been
going on in France," the Pope denied any claim of the Church
to political domination over the State, proclaimed everybody's
right to " speculative preference " for any particular form of
government, and defined the attitude of the Church as one of
ignoring of forms while condemning both rebellion to the civil
power, " which is, as such, always of God," and any particular
laws which might be a denial of religion and of God.
The Pope had spoken; Lavigerie's speech had been given
the clearest of official sanctions. What were French Catholics
going to do? Some obeyed, gladly or reluctantly,1 and the
" Independents" received valuable recruits, including the
hitherto impenitent though liberally minded Monarchist, Albert
de Mun, on whom Montalembert's mantle seemed to have
fallen; some, unwilling either to obey or disobey, retired .alto-
gether from politics ; but many deliberately ignored or defied
the Papal message, on the ground that the authority of the Holy
See was strictly limited to matters of faith. " I dread," wrote
Monseigneur d'Aulst, "both for the Papacy and for the faithful,
this official display of Papal authority in our domestic politics.
We shall soon be told that we are not free citizens, since we
have to take our orders from Rome." The Royalist leader, the
Comte d'Haussonville, openly announced his refusal to abandon
the pretender's cause, and the Bishop of Angers declared it was
1 " On ne saura jamais ce qu'il y eut de cceurs meurtris, d'ames pietinees,
de ressorts moraux rompus et mis en miettes par cette intervention souveraine "
(Dimier, VingtAns d*Action frangaise, p. 98).
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